
HHow you do it!ow you do it!
            

II .  . CCreate 5 liters Bubblesoapreate 5 liters Bubblesoap

- Mix 2 bags of Bubble Powder into 1 liter of warm water and in a clean bucket.- Mix 2 bags of Bubble Powder into 1 liter of warm water and in a clean bucket.

- Stir peacefully and well with a clean (wooden) spoon.- Stir peacefully and well with a clean (wooden) spoon.

- Add a bottle of detergent 385-400 ml, preferably original green Dreft, Fairy or YES.- Add a bottle of detergent 385-400 ml, preferably original green Dreft, Fairy or YES.

 (Procter and Gamble)  (Procter and Gamble) Make sure the detergent contains no lemon!Make sure the detergent contains no lemon!

- Now add 3.5 liters of warm water, mix and allow to rest for an hour.- Now add 3.5 liters of warm water, mix and allow to rest for an hour.

  

            Tip!Tip!  You can add a tablespoon of honey or powdered sugar for firmer Bubbles.  You can add a tablespoon of honey or powdered sugar for firmer Bubbles.

                     For 2.5 liters of Bubblesoap, use 1 bag of Bubble Powder and half of the                       For 2.5 liters of Bubblesoap, use 1 bag of Bubble Powder and half of the  

  ingredients above.  ingredients above.

                     2 kids = 1 liter = 1 hour playing.                     2 kids = 1 liter = 1 hour playing.

22 .  . BBubble Stickubble Stick  
- Fold your rope in half and knot the ends together.- Fold your rope in half and knot the ends together.

- Make a triangle of your rope,   - Make a triangle of your rope,   

  with a knot in the bottom center.  with a knot in the bottom center.

- Attach your rope with this- Attach your rope with this

  clove hitch knot.  clove hitch knot.

- Or attach your rope with a string, rubber band or tie wrap.- Or attach your rope with a string, rubber band or tie wrap.

            Tip!Tip! Always use a cotton rope! Always use a cotton rope!

3 . And then ... make meters of Bubbles!3 . And then ... make meters of Bubbles!

1. Take a large clean bowl and add some Bubblesoap.1. Take a large clean bowl and add some Bubblesoap.

2. Dip your whole rope quietly under the suds.2. Dip your whole rope quietly under the suds.

3. Let your rope drain well above the bowl. So you can play a lot longer!3. Let your rope drain well above the bowl. So you can play a lot longer!

4. Open your rope carefully.4. Open your rope carefully.

5. Where does the wind come from? Be smart and make sure the wind blows in         5. Where does the wind come from? Be smart and make sure the wind blows in         

    your back ... otherwise ... :-)    your back ... otherwise ... :-)

6. Hold the Bubble Stick as high as you can to make larger Bubbles.6. Hold the Bubble Stick as high as you can to make larger Bubbles.

PlayPlay

- To experiment, stay apart from others at least 5 meters.- To experiment, stay apart from others at least 5 meters.

- You get beautiful Bubbles when there’s little wind and a moderate temperature.- You get beautiful Bubbles when there’s little wind and a moderate temperature.

           Tip! Tip! Make ‘Firework Bubbles’ in the dark or ‘Ice Bubbles’ in wintertime. Make ‘Firework Bubbles’ in the dark or ‘Ice Bubbles’ in wintertime.

 Play and experiment in old clothes. Play and experiment in old clothes.

PartyParty

8 children can have a great party with 10 liters of Bubblesoap and play for 1 hour 8 children can have a great party with 10 liters of Bubblesoap and play for 1 hour 

and a half.and a half.

After playingAfter playing

- Rinse all with water. - Rinse all with water. 

- When a slippery ground, sprinkle a little salt and it will disappear .- When a slippery ground, sprinkle a little salt and it will disappear .

- - PLEASE NOTEPLEASE NOTE that the salt does not reach your suds. It breaks it down. that the salt does not reach your suds. It breaks it down.

DDirts            www.bubblelab.nlirts            www.bubblelab.nl

Remove stains with water and salt when on colored clothes and shoes.Remove stains with water and salt when on colored clothes and shoes.

Leftovers           www.bubblelab.nlLeftovers           www.bubblelab.nl

Save your Bubblesoap in a clean, rinsed plastic bottle or container for at least a few Save your Bubblesoap in a clean, rinsed plastic bottle or container for at least a few 

months.months.

Safety Tips           www.bubblelab.nlSafety Tips           www.bubblelab.nl

- The powder is a binder. Mixed with the detergent it’s just a soap mixture.- The powder is a binder. Mixed with the detergent it’s just a soap mixture.

- Don’t drink or eat the soap mixture. Use under supervision of an adult- Don’t drink or eat the soap mixture. Use under supervision of an adult

- If Bubblesoap gets in the eyes, rinse with lukewarmwater. If swallowed, reach out     - If Bubblesoap gets in the eyes, rinse with lukewarmwater. If swallowed, reach out     

  to a doctor and bring the complete package BubbleLab and detergent along with you  to a doctor and bring the complete package BubbleLab and detergent along with you

- Don’t run: the ground can be slippery!- Don’t run: the ground can be slippery!

More Tips & Trics about experimenting, playing, cleaning, storing and safety:More Tips & Trics about experimenting, playing, cleaning, storing and safety:

www.bubblelab.nlwww.bubblelab.nl

SAFETY WARNING!SAFETY WARNING!
Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts 
and  choking hazard. We recommend use under supervision and  choking hazard. We recommend use under supervision 
of an adultof an adult

Bubblelab is CE and EN71 compliance to EN 71-1, 71-2 and 71-3.Bubblelab is CE and EN71 compliance to EN 71-1, 71-2 and 71-3.

More safety information www.bubblelab.nlMore safety information www.bubblelab.nl

Knot the endsKnot the ends

Knot in theKnot in the
bottom centerbottom center

Clove hitch knot / string /Clove hitch knot / string /
rubber band / tie wraprubber band / tie wrap

Clove hitch knot Clove hitch knot 
in 3 stepsin 3 steps

Do not use  Do not use  
near a tentnear a tent

1.1. 2.2. 3.3.


